Abstract. Heavy hadron molecules were first theorized from a crude analogy with the deuteron and the nuclear forces binding it, a conjecture which was proven to be on the right track after the discovery of the X(3872). However, this analogy with nuclear physics has not been seriously exploited beyond a few calculations in the two-and three-body sectors, leaving a great number of possible theoretical consequences unexplored. Here we show that nuclear and heavy hadron effective field theories are formally identical: using a suitable notation, there is no formal difference between these two effective field theories. For this, instead of using the standard heavy superfield notation, we have written the heavy hadron interactions directly in terms of the light quark degrees of freedom. We give a few examples of how to exploit this analogy, e.g. the calculation of the two-pion exchange diagrams. Yet the most relevant application of the present idea is the conjecture of exotic nuclear landscapes, i.e. the possibility of few heavy hadron bound states with characteristics similar to those of the standard nuclei.
Introduction
Heavy hadron molecules, i.e. bound states of heavy hadrons, were first conjectured from a direct analogy to the deuteron in nuclear physics [1] . From a phenomenological perspective the exchange of light mesons generates a force that can bind not only nucleons, but also other heavy hadrons together (at least if they contain a light quark). The experimental discovery of the X(3872) by the Belle collaboration [2] put this conjecture in the forefront of hadron physics. Among the different explanations of the X(3872), the most solid one is that it is a D * D bound state [3] [4] [5] . Circumstantial evidence is provided by the closeness of the X to the D * 0 D 0 threshold, while the isospin breaking decays into J/Ψ 2π and J/Ψ 3π provide a much stronger case for the molecular nature of the X [6] [7] [8] . Yet the most compelling evidence would be the D 0 D 0 π and D 0 D 0 γ decays [9] [10] [11] [12] , which have not been experimentally measured yet. The subsequent experimental discovery of a few additional molecular candidates, such as the Z b 's [13, 14] , the Z c 's [15] [16] [17] [18] and the P c 's [19, 20] (theorized to be B * B /B * B * [21, 22] , D * D /D * D * [23, 24] andDΣ c /D * Σ c /D * Σ Heavy hadrons molecules are probably among the most studied types of exotic hadrons, i.e. hadrons that do not fit into the quark-antiquark or three-quark picture. This is not surprising if we consider the fertility and flexibility of the molecular hypothesis, see Ref. [39] for a recent review. Among the achievements of the molecular hypothesis we can count the prediction of the X(3872) by Törnqvist [40] and of the hidden charm pentaquarks [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] . Nonetheless there are important gaps, of which the most evident is a general lack of theoretical coherence in the molecular picture (particularly if we compare it with quarkonium studies [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] ), which often manifests as applications of the molecular hypothesis in a case-by-case basis that relies on ad-hoc methods. This points towards the necessity of increasing systematicity, which includes the determination of the plausible molecular spectrum (within uncertainties) and working out the observable differences between a molecular and a compact hadron. In this regard the application of effective field theory (EFT) ideas to the theoretical exploration of molecular states has been indeed a welcomed addition.
The study of hadronic molecules began as an offspring of nuclear physics. The most systematic attempts to understand them have been indeed based on nuclear physics, including pionless EFT (nuclear physics [53, 54] / hadronic molecules [5, 24, 32, 33, 55] ), pionful EFT (nuclear physics [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] / hadronic molecules [10, [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] ), and the one bo-son exchange (OBE) model (nuclear physics [74, 75] / hadronic molecules [28, [76] [77] [78] [79] ). At this point we have used the word systematic in a broad sense, meaning a coherent or unified description instead of the more specific meaning it has within the EFT formalism. The ideas developed in nuclear physics can still contribute to the exploration of these interesting objects. In the present manuscript we want to explore this analogy further and extend it, which as we will see will bring us to a few useful calculations and new predictions.
The point of the present manuscript is that the relation between the nuclear and heavy hadron sectors is not simply an analogy, but rather a formal equivalence for heavy hadrons containing one S-wave light quark (for instance, the D, D * charmed mesons and the Ξ cc , Ξ * cc doubly charmed baryons). Conversely, heavy hadrons that contain other more complex light quark configurations can be interpreted as a formal extension of nuclear physics. This equivalence is particularly clear within a suitable notation for the heavy hadron fields inspired in the quark model that has been used in the past, e.g. in Ref. [80] , and that we recover here. This in turn makes it easy to translate a few results of nuclear EFT to heavy hadrons. In particular and for illustrative purposes, we will derive the leading two-pion exchange potential for the heavy mesons and doubly heavy baryons.
Yet the formal equivalence we will show begs a more far-reaching question: is there an equivalent of nuclear physics in the exotic sector? That is, do doubly heavy baryons form bound states similar to nuclei? We speculate with the possibility of a charming nuclear landscape, where instead of nucleons we have doubly charmed baryons. But phenomenological arguments suggest that the conditions for doubly charmed baryon systems are not conducive to the existence of this particular exotic nuclear landscape. While the existence of A = 2, 3, 4 bound states of A doubly charmed baryons might be possible, for A ≥ 5 this seems highly unlikely. However this does not preclude the possibility of exotic nuclear landscapes composed of charmed-bottom and doubly bottom baryons, though these systems will not be considered in detail in the present manuscript.
The manuscript is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we present the light-quark notation we advocate in this manuscript and compare it with the standard heavy superfield notation. In Sect. 3 we explain the formal equivalence between the between the S-wave heavy mesons and doubly heavy baryons and the nucleons. In Sect. 4 we exploit the previous equivalence to derive the one-and leading two-pion exchange potentials for the aforementioned heavy hadron systems without a single calculation. In Sect. 5 we conjecture the existence of exotic nuclear landscapes on the basis of the previous analogy. Finally in Sect. 6 we present our conclusions.
From heavy superfields to light subfields
Heavy quark spin symmetry (HQSS) derives from the observation that the chromomagnetic interaction of a heavy quark Q is strongly suppressed [81, 82] . The reason is that the heavy quark mass m Q is much larger than the QCD scale Λ QCD ∼ 200 − 300 MeV. As a consequence the low energy interactions between heavy quarks are independent of the spin of the heavy quarks.
This still holds true when the heavy quarks are inside hadrons: in this case the spin dependence of the heavyhadron interactions comes from the light quark degrees of freedom. This is best taken into account with a suitable notation for heavy baryons, i.e. baryons containing a heavy quark. The standard method is to define a superfield, as we will review in a few lines. Yet this is not the only possible option: here we will use a notation inspired on the quark model, in which we only explicitly write down the light-quark degrees of freedom within the heavy hadron.
Heavy quark spin symmetry and the heavy superfields
The quantum numbers of a heavy hadron (Qq, QQq, Qqq) stem from the coupling between the heavy and light spin degrees of freedom within it
where |S H m H and |S L m L are the spin wave functions of the heavy and light degrees of freedom, respectively, and S H m H S L m L |Jm are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. This gives rise to a family of heavy hadrons with
which according to HQSS should all have the same mass and properties. That is, these hadrons have the same lightquark wave function, sometimes informally referred to as the "brown muck", a term introduced by Isgur [83, 84] . Alternatively, HQSS implies that the interactions of this family of heavy hadrons are invariant under rotations of the heavy quark spin S H . It happens that this type of rotation mixes the heavy hadrons with different J that we have defined in Eq. (1). This makes it particularly difficult to write down interactions that respect HQSS in a notation where each of the heavy hadrons that arise from the S H ⊗S L coupling are written as different fields. A solution is to group the S H ⊗ S L family of heavy hadron fields into a unique heavy hadron superfield.
The idea of the heavy superfield notation is to group all the possible couplings of S H and S L into a single matrix M -the heavy superfield -with (2S H + 1) × (2S L + 1) components, where the components of this matrix are
Under heavy quark spin rotations the matrix M transforms exactly as the heavy quark field Q
This in turn makes it easy to write interactions that respect HQSS for the heavy hadrons conforming a particular heavy multiplet.
To be more concrete we will consider the example of the S-wave heavy mesons. The quark content of the S-wave heavy mesons is Qq, with Q a heavy quark andq a light antiquark. Their total angular momentum is J = 0, 1, where the generic notation P and P * is often used to denote the J = 0 and J = 1 heavy meson, respectively. Depending on whether the heavy quark content is Q = c, b we have P = D,B and P * = D * ,B * . As previously said, HQSS implies that the P and P * heavy mesons are degenerate and form a multiplet, where the standard methodology to take this symmetry into account is to define the superfield
which is a 2 × 2 matrix (the P field is implicitly multiplied by the 2×2 identity matrix) that has good properties with respect to heavy quark rotations, i.e.
Now that the superfield H Q is defined, we can write heavy meson interactions. For instance, if we ignore the isospin quantum numbers for simplicity, the most general Lagrangian for contact-range interactions (i.e. four heavy meson field vertices) without derivatives will be
which gives rise to a well-known contact-range potential [55, 68, 69] that explains a few regularities in the molecular spectrum 1 . Ignoring isospin, Bose-Einstein symmetry if we are dealing with a heavy meson-meson system and Cparity if we are dealing with a heavy meson-antimeson system, the contact potential potential can be consulted in Table 1 for each of the six possible S-wave configurations.
For doubly heavy baryons 2 the definition of the superfield is [21, 55, 85] , and why we have a hiddencharm and hidden-bottom version of them [24] . Besides, this potential also leads to the prediction of a 2 ++ D * D * molecular partner of the X(3872) [68, 69] , though this partner has not been experimentally observed. Recently a similar HQSS contact-range potential has been derived for the P ΣQ, P * ΣQ, P Σ * Q and P * Σ * Q molecules [32] , which in turn has been proven to be surprisingly useful to explain the recently observed LHCb pentaquark trio [20] as hadronic molecules belonging to the same HQSS multiplet [33] . 2 We notice in passing that as for now the only doubly heavy baryon that has been experimentally observed is the Ξ + cc by the LHCb [86] . Table 1 . The contact-range potential for the heavy meson-(anti)meson as constrained from HQSS. For simplicity only the light-spin structure of the potential is shown, while other factors are ignored (these factors include isospin, Bose-Einstein statistics in the heavy meson-meson case and C-parity in the heavy meson-antimeson case). The form of the potential is the same in the heavy meson-meson and heavy meson-antimeson systems, provided we use the following C-parity convention for the antimesons: C|P = |P and C|P * = |P * , where C is the C-parity operator (though the couplings will be different). Table 2 . The contact-range potential for the doubly heavy baryon-(anti)baryon systems, as constrained from HQSS. We only show the light-spin structure of the potential, while ignoring isospin, Dirac-Fermi statistics in the doubly heavy baryonbaryon case and C-parity in the baryon-antibaryon case. If HADS is taken into account, the couplings Ca and C b will be the same as in Table 1 . Table 3 . The contact-range potential for the doubly heavy baryon -heavy (anti)meson systems, as constrained from HQSS. For simplicity only the light-spin structure of the potential is shown, while other factors (isospin and the C-parity convention for heavy antihadrons) are ignored . If HADS is taken into account, the couplings Ca and C b will be the same as in Tables 1 and 2 .
with Ξ QQ and Ξ * QQ referring to the spin- 
which has the same general structure as the one for heavy mesons. The contact-range potential can also be read in Table 2 for the ten possible S-wave configurations of two doubly heavy baryons. Now these are related by heavy antiquark-diquark symmetry (HADS), which in principle implies the definition of a more general superfield that groups the HQ and T QQ superfields (where the subscriptQ indicates we are considering the heavy antimeson field) [87] . In practice it means that we can make the following substitutions
from which we deduce that the couplings in the contact Lagrangians of Eqs. (7) and (9) are identical. Besides, from the previous substitutions we can also deduce the contactrange Lagrangian for the interaction of heavy mesons and doubly charmed baryons
which leads to the contact-range potential of Table 3 . This Lagrangian has in turn been used in the past for predicting the existence of triply-charmed molecular pentaquarks from the assumption that the X(3872) is a D * D molecule [88] .
Light quark notation
Here we will use instead a more minimalistic notation, in which we only take into account the light quark component of the heavy hadron, i.e. the "brown muck". The heavy quark fields within a heavy hadron act as a spectator, where its mayor role is to provide a large effective mass for the light quark attached to it. The fact is that we can prescind of writing the heavy hadron superfields and concentrate instead in the "brown muck", that is:
where M is the original superfield and q L is a non-relativistic field containing the light spin degrees of freedom.
We can now consider the contact-range Lagrangian without derivatives, which is an illustrative example, in this notation. For the HQ heavy mesons and T QQ doubly heavy baryons we have
where σ L refers to the spin of the light quark degrees of freedom. From this Lagrangian we derive the following non-relativistic contact-range potential
Now we simply have to provide a series of rules for translating the light quark spin operators into the spin operators for the heavy hadrons. In the case of the heavy mesons the rules are
where ǫ is the polarization vector of the P * heavy meson and J is the spin-1 matrix. For the doubly heavy baryons we have
where σ are the Pauli matrices, which serve as the spin operators for the Ξ QQ spin-1/2 doubly heavy hadrons, S is a matrix for spin-1/2 to spin-3/2 transitions (the explicit form of which can be consulted in Ref. [89] ) and Σ are the spin-3/2 matrices. From these rules and the contact-range potential of Eq. (15) it is easy to check that we arrive to the same potentials that we have derived previously in a more laborious way in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The point is that we can write them more compactly simply as C a +C b σ L1 · σ L2 . This is the advantage of the notation proposed here.
A formal equivalence between nucleons and heavy mesons
Nucleons are spin-1/2 non-relativistic fields. The contactrange Lagrangian can be written as
which is formally identical to the corresponding Lagrangian for the S-wave heavy mesons and doubly heavy baryons, see Eq. (14), after the exchanges
where for simplicity we have ignored isospin and the statistics of the hadrons involved 4 . This is not surprising if we Actually, this can be easily taken into account by writing the contact-range Lagrangian with projectors, i.e. L = take into account that in both cases we have a spin-1 2 , isospin-1 2 non-relativistic field, where the only formal difference is that nucleons belong to the 8 representation of SU(3)-flavor, while the S-wave heavy hadrons belong to the 3 representation. This last detail only manifest if we consider systems with strangeness.
This equivalence is not limited to the contact-range interactions, but extends to the pion interactions. If we consider vertices involving one pion field and two hadron fields, we have
with a an isospin index and where we have used the normalization f π ≃ 132 MeV. This implies that the one pion potential will be identical in both systems modulo the new substitution rule
where while g A = 1.26, we have that g 1 = 0.60 (a value deduced from the D * → Dπ decay width [90, 91] ), indicating that pion interactions are considerably weaker in the heavy meson system when compared to nuclear physics [10, 68] . Now if we consider the Weinberg-Tomozawa terms (i.e. the leading terms involving two pion fields and two hadron fields):
they happen to be identical (equivalently, we could have simply noticed that the strength of the N N ππ and DDππ vertices is the same).
To summarize, there is a formal equivalence. Of course there is no actual equivalence because the couplings are different in each case, the symmetry requirements can change and the light quarks in the heavy meson case belong to the 3 representation of the SU(3)-flavor group, instead of the octet representation, which is the case for the nucleons. However as far as we are limited to pions, the equivalence holds.
Pion exchanges in the light quark formalism
Now we apply the light quark formalism to derive the potential between (S-wave) heavy meson and the (S-wave)
, with α the spin-isospin channel we are considering and Pα a suitable projector (plus a similar expression for the light-quark subfield). For the two-nucleon case, which are fermions, we end up with two S-wave coupling, while for the two heavy-hadron case, which can be either fermions (ΞQQ, Ξ * QQ ) or bosons (P , P * ), we end up with four S-wave couplings.
doubly heavy baryons. For this we simply exploit the formal equivalence with nuclear physics that we have explained in the previous section. In fact no calculation is required (but a few caveats will be in order).
One pion exchange
The one pion exchange (OPE) potential for two nucleons is obtained from the Lagrangian of Eq. (24) , which leads to the well-known result
From the substitution rules of Eq. (26), the OPE between the two light quarks within a heavy hadron can be directly written as
If we use the rules for translating the light-quark spin operators into the heavy-hadron spin operators, we will obtain the standard representation of the OPE potential for heavy mesons [68] .
Leading two pion exchange
The same idea applies to the leading two-pion exchange (TPE) potential in nuclear EFT. The diagrams contributing to the leading TPE potential are depicted in Fig. 1 , where we notice that there is no actual need to recalculate these diagrams as we can directly employ the results from nuclear EFT 5 . For two-nucleons the leading TPE potential is written as
where W C , V S and V T are given by
with L(q) and w(q) defined as see for instance Ref. [94] for an explicit derivation. For the two pieces of "brown muck" (i.e. the two light quarks) inside the heavy mesons and doubly heavy baryons the leading TPE potential is identical after the substitutions
and that is all about it, mostly, except for a detail that we will explain below. The equivalence of the potentials is only true in the heavy quark limit, for which the P and P * heavy mesons and the Ξ QQ and Ξ * QQ doubly heavy baryons are degenerate. For a finite heavy quark mass, the mass of these heavy hadrons will not be identical, where
with the mass gap ∆ Q scaling as Λ QCD /m Q . The existence of this mass gap is mostly harmless if
in which case the mass gap will entail small corrections to the leading TPE potential we have derived for ∆ Q = 0. But if this condition is not met, the mass gap will play an important role in diagrams involving heavy hadrons and pion loops, which include the triangle diagrams but most notably the planar and crossed box diagrams. 
and this implies that the range of the box diagrams will be incredibly enhanced in the D * D * system. This effect will be however more suppressed in other two heavy hadron systems owing to the smaller energy gaps. For instance, the energy gap for the doubly charmed baryons is expected to be about 3/4 of that of the charmed mesons, see Eq. (37) . Conversely, in the bottom sector the energy gaps are about 1/3 of those in the charmed sector. Finally it is worth mentioning the existence of previous calculations of the leading TPE potential explicitly taking into account the mass gap for the the DD * and B * B * systems [95, 96] . 
Does a charming nuclear landscape emerge?
The formal equivalence between the nucleon and the heavy hadron sectors begs the question: are there exotic equivalents of the standard nuclear landscape? That is, are there nuclear landscapes composed of Ξ cc , Ξ bc or Ξ bb doubly heavy baryons instead of nucleons?
In this manuscript we will only consider the first possibility. i.e. the hypothetical nuclear landscape composed of doubly charmed baryons. For systems of Ξ cc baryons the answer is that probably there is no equivalent of the nuclear landscape, but this is not completely settled: the two-and three-body Ξ cc systems are in the limit between binding and not binding and will deserve further investigation in the future. But as the number A of Ξ cc baryons increases a big difference with the nucleons manifest: the Ξ cc baryons are always electrically charged, where the two isospin states correspond to the Ξ + cc and Ξ ++ cc baryons. As a consequence the Coulomb repulsion in a theoretical charming nuclear landscape will increase much faster than in the standard nuclear landscape. The likelihood of systems of A doubly charmed baryons binding will decrease quickly as A increases. This limitation is not present for the charm-beauty Ξ bc and doubly beautiful Ξ bb baryons, yet we will not study these two potential nuclear landscapes in this contribution.
The starting point is whether we have the same building blocks as in nuclear physics. Even though there is no necessarily a universal consensus, here we propose the following basic blocks: (i) nucleon-like particles (fermions with four internal states), (ii) SU(4) Wigner symmetry and (iii) a closeness to the unitary limit in the S-wave Wigner multiplets. The choice of these three blocks is indeed very much influenced by the idea of nuclear physics in the unitary limit proposed in Ref. [97] .
Doubly heavy baryons provide the first basic block: the ground state Ξ cc baryon acts like a nucleon, being a fermion and having the same spin and isospin quantum numbers. The second and third block are however not necessarily present for systems composed of Ξ cc baryons. For determining whether this is the case we will rely on a phenomenological model of hadron-hadron interactions, for which we choose the OBE model. As we will see, for the Ξ cc Ξ cc two-body system the singlet and triplet scattering lengths are far from being similar, where only the triplet is close to the unitary limit.
A charming triplet without a charming singlet
For determining the scattering lengths of the Ξ cc Ξ cc twobody system we will use the OBE model. The OBE model is a physically compelling and phenomenologically successful picture of the nuclear forces [74, 75] , where the nuclear potential is generated by the exchange of a few light mesons (including the pion, the σ, the ρ and the ω). Of course the determination of the scattering lengths in the OBE model is phenomenological, i.e. it is subjected to unknown systematic uncertainties that we do not know how to estimate. There have been numerous applications of the OBE model to hadronic molecules [28, [76] [77] [78] [79] , where the particular OBE model we follow is the one developed for heavy meson-meson and heavy meson-antimeson systems in Ref. [98] , which I have adapted here for the doubly heavy hadrons. The OBE model requires regularization, which is usually implemented by the inclusion of a suitable form factor and a cutoff. The version of the OBE model presented in Ref. [98] determines the value of the cutoff from the condition of reproducing the mass of the X(3872). This idea is inspired by the renormalized OBE model of Ref. [99] . The explicit comparison between the calculations in the partially renormalized OBE model of Ref. [98] and previous EFT calculations for hadron molecules (in particular the calculations of Ref. [24] ) lead to similar results. There is a previous study of the Ξ cc Ξ cc system in the OBE model [100] , but in it the cutoff is left to float within a sensible range, which means that predictions are less specific.
Concrete calculations for the doubly charmed baryons in the OBE model of Ref. [98] 
The errors stem from assuming a 30% uncertainty in the OBE potential, see Ref. [98] for details; the +∞ (−7.5) superscript indicates that the triplet scattering length can change sign, with the corresponding value in parenthesis. It happens that the singlet is not particularly close to the unitary limit: it is attractive, but only in moderation, leading to a natural scattering length. The triplet is however close to the unitary limit: though its exact fate is difficult to predict, the unitary limit is within the uncertainties of the phenomenological model we are using. That is, the charming deuteron is as likely to be bound as unbound. The situation is however not completely analogous to standard nuclear physics, where we are close to the unitary limit in both the singlet and the triplet channels. If the previous calculations are on the right track, charming nuclear physics lie in what we can tentatively call the semi-unitary limit, i.e. the limit in which only the singlet or the triplet displays a unnaturally large scattering length.
The uncertain fate of the charming triton
Systems of doubly heavy baryons do not seem to display Wigner-SU (4) symmetry. This is definitely inconvenient when dealing with the A = 3, 4 cases, with A the number of Ξ cc baryons. The reason is that with Wigner-SU(4) symmetry the A = 3, 4 systems reduces to systems of identical bosons [97, 101, 102] . Without Wigner-SU(4) the calculations are more involved. While for the initial exploration of the A = 2 systems we have used a phenomenological model (the OBE model), for the A ≥ 3 systems it is more convenient to use the pionful EFT formalism instead. The pionful EFT for the doubly heavy baryons is however different in two important respects to the pionful EFT for nucleons. The first difference is the role of pions: pion couplings are particularly weak for the Ξ cc baryons. By particularizing the light-quark Lagrangian of Eq. (25) to the doubly heavy Ξ QQ baryons we obtain
which implies that the effective axial coupling of the pions to the doubly heavy baryons is g
The relative strength of the OPE potential depends on the square of this axial coupling, (g ′ 1 )
2 , and the reduced mass of the system. If we take into account that the OPE potential is perturbative in the charmed meson-antimeson system [68] , the previous two factors indicate this conclusion to be even more applicable to systems of two doubly charmed baryons 6 . As a consequence, pions are subleading: in the pionful EFT for the Ξ cc baryons pions are perturbative, which means that these systems follow a variation of the Kaplan, Savage and Wise power counting [58, 59] . The pionful EFT at leading order (LO) involves contact interactions only and is thus identical to the LO pionless EFT, except for the larger radius of convergence. The other difference is the singlet and triplet couplings: only the triplet scattering length is large in comparison to the range of the pion. Thus at LO in principle 6 The reduced mass of a system of two Ξcc baryons is about twice the one of a system of two charmed mesons. The square of the axial coupling is nine times smaller. Compounded together, the conclusion is that OPE is 4 − 5 times weaker in the ΞccΞcc system than in the D * D * one.
it is enough to only include the triplet scattering length in the EFT calculation, with the singlet scattering length entering at subleading orders. The starting point are the Faddeev equations for the three doubly heavy baryon system, which are of course identical to the ones of the three nucleon system. Besides in pionless EFT there are only contact-range interactions. This usually translates into separable interactions if the contact-range interactions are regularized with a suitable regulator, for instance a Gaussian regulator
with g(k) a regulator, which in the second line we take to be a Gaussian g(k) = e
2n , where Λ is the cutoff. For separable potentials the T-matrix is also separable and reads
where Z refers to the energy. As is well known, the Faddeev equations also take a particularly simple form for separable interactions, which in the case of the three nucleon system can be consulted for instance in Ref. [103] . For completeness we briefly review the resulting Faddeev equations, where the specific notation we use has been influenced by Ref. [104] . We begin with the Faddeev decomposition of the wave function
where ψ s(t) are the singlet and triplet Faddeev components, p k and q ij are the Jacobi momenta, (ijk) is an even permutation of 123, |S ij ⊗ 1 2 S refers to the spin wave functions (with particles ij coupling to spin S ij ) and the isospin wave function is defined analogously but uses the subscript "T". Notice that we are not explicitly indicating the total spin/isospin of the three body system, which we simply set to be 1/2. For a separable potential the Faddeev components take the simple form
with k i , m i the momenta and the masses of particles i = 1, 2, 3, where the momenta fulfill the condition k 1 + k 2 + k 3 = 0. In the isospin symmetric limit we take m i = m(N ) or m i = m(Ξ QQ ) depending on whether we are considering nucleons or doubly heavy baryons. The f s and f t components of the wave function follow the coupledchannel, reduced Faddeev equations
where τ s and τ t are the energy-dependent components of the separable T-matrix as defined in Eq. (43),
2µ1 with µ 1 = m 1 (m 2 + m 3 )/(m 1 + m 2 + m 3 ) and the function B 12 is written as
with p 3 = −(p 1 + p 2 ) and the q k defined as follows
with (ijk) an even permutation of (123). The previous set of homogeneous integral equations can be easily solved by discretization methods, from which they are reduced into an eigenvalue problem. The value of Z for which the eigenvalue is 1 corresponds to the bound state energy, while the associated eigenvector can be interpreted as the bound state wave function. The LO calculation of the charming triton now depends on which contact-range interactions we include at LO. If we naively assume the singlet and triplet contactrange couplings to enter the LO calculation, we find that for the central values of the scattering length the charming triton is bound by
where the range is the result of choosing the cutoff window Λ = 0.5 − 1.0 GeV, with harder cutoffs leading to more binding, and with the Gaussian exponent set to n = 1. However the previous pionful EFT is not particularly good: the singlet scattering length is more natural than unnatural. Besides, if we include both scattering lengths the calculation of the binding energy is actually not renormalizable because this type of three body systems will suffer from Thomas collapse [105] . The most conservative pionful EFT for the Ξ cc baryons will be one in which the singlet coupling is subleading and the triplet coupling is leading. In this pionful EFT the LO Faddeev equations only involve the triplet channel and it happens that for the central value of the triplet scattering length we have obtained, i.e. a t = 14.2 fm, the charming triton is in the limit between binding and not binding. In particular it can be shown that the charming triton binds for triplet scattering lengths fulfilling the condition a t ≤ (11.9 − 14.5) fm ,
for the cutoff window Λ = 0.5 − 1.0 GeV. That is, the charming triton might bind at LO. Finally, there is a very important detail to consider: Coulomb repulsion. The particle content of the charming triton is Ξ + cc Ξ + cc Ξ ++ cc , in which Coulomb repulsion acts on every possible particle pair. This factor points against the formation of the charming triton. If the charming triton had a similar spatial configuration to that of the standard triton and the 3 He nucleus, we should expect 5 times more repulsion than for 3 He (that is 3.5 − 5.0 MeV against 0.7 − 1.0 MeV for 3 He, as extracted from nuclear EFT [106] ). However if the charming triton exists, its size might be considerably larger than that of the standard triton, which will play in favor of a reduced repulsive contribution from the Coulomb potential.
What about the charming alpha particle?
There is the possibility that the charming nuclear landscape is Brunnian, i.e. the three body system is unbound, but the four body system binds, see Ref. [107] for a brief and clear exposition. This is not necessarily unlikely, particularly if we consider the differences in the A = 3 and A = 4 systems and then compare them with standard nuclear physics.
The argument is as follows. First, for comparison purposes, we will consider a system of A identical bosons interacting via short-range forces. The Schrödinger equation can be written as
whereV represents the average of the potential for all the possible interacting pairs. For A = 3 and resonant two-body interactions this system displays a characteristic discrete geometric scaling known as the Efimov effect [108] , in which there is a tower of bound states for which the ratio of the binding energies of the n-th and (n + 1)-th excited state is E n /E n+1 = (22.7) 2 . Calculations have shown that this type of discrete spectrum persist for A = 4, 5 and 6 [109] [110] [111] and, though we do not know this for sure, this might very well extend to larger A. There is a coordinate space explanation of the Efimov effect by Fedorov and Jensen [112] that we will present here in a simplified form: for A = 3 there are 3 Faddeev components and 3 instances of the short-range potential V , which in the zero-range limit generates a boundary condition for each Faddeev component which in turn translates into the discrete scaling we know. This explanation can be extended to A ≥ 4: for A = 4 there are 6 Faddeev components, which can be further subdivided into 12 "K-type" and 6 "H-type" Fadeev-Yakubovsky components (that correspond to the different asymptotics of the four-body system, see Ref. [113] for a clear exposition). The 6 instances of the short-range potential V generate in the zero-range limit a boundary condition for each of the Faddeev components of Ψ A , which are formally identical to the boundary conditions in the A = 3 case and lead to the same scaling factor. For A ≥ 5 the argument will follow the same lines: there are A(A − 1)/2 instances of the short-range potential and A(A− 1)/2 Faddeev components. Each instance of the potential generates a boundary condition for each one of the Faddeev component, and we might end up with the same scaling as in the 3 and 4 body cases, though in the absence of concrete calculations this is merely a conjecture.
The same argument applies for a system of (A − 1) identical bosons plus one non-identical particle, where the bosons only interact with the non-identical particle but not among themselves. In this case we write the Schrödinger equation as
whereV represents the average of the potential for all the possible interacting pairs, i.e. the interaction between the non-identical particle and each of the (A − 1) bosons. For A = 3 this system also displays the Efimov effect, provided that the interactions are close to the unitary limit.
If the non-identical particle has the same mass as the two bosons, the scaling factor will be considerably larger than in the three boson system, where the ratio of the binding energies of two consecutive states is E n /E n+1 = (1986.1) 2 . This ratio will reduce (increase) if the non-identical particle is lighter (heavier) than the bosons. The same boundary condition argument as in the A ≥ 4 boson system might apply, but with the number of Faddeev components reduced to (A − 1). This suggest that the discrete scaling is likely to extend for A ≥ 4, but this has only been explicitly checked for A = 4 heteronuclear systems with a large mass imbalance [114, 115] . For the standard alpha particle, the 4 He nucleus, if we consider the pure S-wave piece of the wave function it happens that the spin and isospin wave function is totally antisymmetrical. If we are in pionless EFT and write the Schrödinger equation for this totally antisymmetric spin and isospin wave function we obtain the following
which in the Wigner SU(4) limit becomes identical to the corresponding Schrödinger equation for the four boson system, Eq. (52). If we later apply the unitary limit then it becomes Efimov-like with a scaling factor of 22.7. For the charming alpha particle, the conjectured 4Ξ cc bound state, he Schrödinger equation reads
which indicates half the total attraction as in the 4 He system (notice that we have ignored the attraction in the singlet channel because it is expected to be considerably weaker than in the triplet). This is strikingly similar to the Schrödinger equation of the heteronuclear system of Eq. (53), which in the unitary limit is Efimov-like with a scaling factor of 1986.1. Though the charming alpha particle is not completely analogous to the (A − 1) bosons plus one particle system, it is nonetheless similar enough as to conjecture that in the absence of long-range Coulomb repulsion it might also be Efimov-like with the aforementioned 1986.1 discrete scaling factor 7 . This conjecture is to be checked with concrete calculations (requiring fantastically large scattering lengths or cutoffs 8 ). The scaling factor is too large and even if the A = 4 system was Efimov-like, no Efimov state could be ever realistically expected to be observed, particularly once we take into account Coulomb effects. Yet the importance of the Efimov effect is a different one: its presence will signal the possibility of Thomas collapse, which in turn will imply more attraction than expected for the charming alpha particle. Whether this additional attraction will compensate for the relatively large Coulomb repulsion is to be seen: the charming alpha particle is a Ξ
state, from which we expect 13 times more repulsion than in the standard alpha particle if we assume the same spatial configuration. The semi-unitary limit might also has interesting ramifications from the point of view of its EFT description: if this type of system does indeed display discrete scaling, it will require either a three-or four-body force for its renormalization. But while the standard unitary limit is equivalent to the three-and four-boson systems, where the three-body force enters at LO [101, 102] and the four-body force at next-to-leading order [116] , the semi-unitary limit will probably exhibit a more involved power counting. It is nonetheless an interesting problem to look at.
Heavy-quark fusion
At first sight we might consider that the A-body bound states of Ξ cc baryons are stable with respect to the strong force (the Ξ cc decays weakly), but this is not the case. Recently, Karliner and Rosner [117] proposed the idea of a heavy-quark analogue of nuclear fusion. The example they considered is the Λ c Λ c system, in which the two charmed quarks can in principle combine for the system to decay into Ξ cc N , with N a nucleon. The same decay can in principle happen for Ξ cc bound states. For instance, the charming deuteron can undergo heavy-quark fusion as follows:
where from the experimental masses of the Ξ cc and Λ c baryons [118] and the lattice QCD mass calculation of the Ω ccc baryon [119] , we expect this reaction to release Q ∼ 160 MeV. This shows that the exotic nuclear landscapes are actually not stable under the strong interaction. Of course the question is how important is this type of decay, but taking into account that this is mediated by a shortrange operator (where the range is actually shorter than the size of the doubly charmed baryons), while the A = 2, 3, 4 charming nuclei we have discussed here are probably very weakly bound, the expectation is that heavy-quark fusion will be a relatively slow process generating a narrow width.
Conclusions
This manuscript proposes and exploits the idea that heavy hadron-hadron interactions are formally equivalent to nuclear physics, particularly in the case of S-wave heavy mesons and doubly heavy baryons. This idea has been in the air since heavy hadron molecules were initially conjectured on the basis of an analogy to the deuteron and the nuclear forces that binds it [1] . Heavy hadrons, provided they contain light quarks, can exchange light mesons (π, σ, ρ, ω), which in turn generate a potential that might be able to bind these hadrons together. This picture has inspired many of the subsequent theoretical investigations about hadronic molecules [40, 80, 120] . Here we have simply investigated this idea further, where by using a suitable notation the previous analogy can be shown to be a formal equivalence. This equivalence can be exploited to make calculations easier or to generate theoretical predictions. A first example is the calculation of the one-and two-pion exchange potentials for heavy hadron-hadron system. A second example is the possible existence of exotic nuclear landscape, i.e. equivalents of the standard nuclei that are composed of doubly heavy baryons instead of nucleons. In particular, by making use of both phenomenological and EFT methods, we have explored in more detail the nuclear landscape generated by the Ξ cc doubly charmed mesons. This nuclear landscape is unlikely to spawn beyond A > 4, owing to the rapidly increasing Coulomb repulsion, even if it only comprises A = 2, 3, 4 nuclei it will still be really interesting from the theoretical point of view. The charming nuclear landscape might be in the semi-unitary limit, in which only one of the two-body S-wave configurations (the singlet or the triplet) is close to the unitary limit. In contrast, standard nuclear physics might be understood as an expansion around the unitary limit [97] , where both the singlet and the triplet scattering lengths are larger than the other characteristic scales of the two-nucleon system. The exotic nuclear landscapes composed of the Ξ bc and Ξ bb doubly-heavy baryons are likely to extend beyond A = 4, but we have not considered them explicitly.
